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Season 8, Episode 1
 PreviousNext 




Day 8: 4:00 P.M.-5:00 P.M.



Jack is back, this time in New York City spending time with his granddaughter. However, when a former contact comes to him with vital information on an upcoming terrorist assassination attempt, Jack has no choice but to become involved and take the man to CTU. But to get to CTU, they first need to survive a whole bunch of terrorists all trying to kill them. Meanwhile, Chloe struggles to settle in at her new position at the upgraded CTU, and President Allison Taylor negotiates with Middle Eastern leader Omar Hassan over weapons inspections... unaware that Hassan is the assassins' target. Also, a journalist named Meredith Reed is suspected to have direct ties with the on-going terrorist crisis.
Quest roles:
Paul Wesley(Stephen), Elisha Cuthbert(Kim Bauer), Bob Gunton(Ethan Kanin), Benito Martinez, Doug Hutchison(Davros), Cliff Simon, Jennifer Westfeldt, Stefan Kapicic, Daniel Kash(Sterling Rush)


Writer:
unknown


Director:
unknown


Release date:
17 January 2010, 00:00
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